
Royce White Caucus Letter for US Senate
Dear fellow Americans,

My name is Royce White, I am a humble son to our great state of Minnesota. I want to
represent you in the United States Senate, as an America First patriot. Many are afraid to
say America First, others believe it's even something to be ashamed of. I however am not
afraid nor ashamed and you shouldn't be either.

One word that encapsulates the heart and soul of the America First movement is
citizenship. A word so valuable, we should really say it 3 times. Citizenship, Citizenship,
Citizenship! Your citizenship has a value and that value is being sold out by people like Amy
Klobuchar. What is global citizenship? It doesn't exist, it's a scam being run by political con
men and women.

The fight of Globalist vs.Nationalist has begun and it transcends Republican vs. Democrat,
Black vs. White or anything else. I don't want to bore you, so I'll boil it down to these 3
priorities — The Border, The Debt and The Forever Wars. We have to close the border, pay
back the debt and stop the forever wars. If we don't, we will lose this republic and with it our
freedom.

American citizenship is the most important intellectual development in the history of human
civilization and we must fight to preserve it. That's why I'm running for United States Senate,
so puppets like Amy Klobuchar can't sell you out with a smile on their face.

Regardless of your personal feelings, likes or dislikes about Donald Trump, the law-fare
being waged against him is unconscionable. It is wrong, it is unconstitutional and it is an
attack on you, not him. Even more importantly it's an attack on the ideas that add value
back to your life as an American citizen. Ideas of self-governance and well-being.

The Fight Continues... God bless you all...

Royce A White

Godspeed
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